
All Your Base… 
 
Game:  To A Bloody Pulp, Savage Worlds 
Session:  #20: All Your Base… 
Date: October 15, 2017 
Campaign Date:  October 15, 1934 
 
Characters 
Two Chains,  Bob LaForge 
Friday Jones (a.k.a. American Fist), Bob LaForge 
Harrison Jenkins (a.k.a. Corporal Punishment), Dave Hanley 
Stefan Malju (a.k.a. Evil Eye) Marlon Kirton 
Raymond St. Giles (a.k.a. Doctor Rhombus) Andrew Smith 
Captain Hank Freemont (a.k.a. Captain Avalanche) Dave Nelson 
   
Henchman Roll Call:   
Specials: Eugene Crebbs, Gorak, Pierre Delacroix, Chip “Timmy” Kennedy, Shaky Bomb Guy, 
Pilot Murdoch,  
Soldiers: Rico Gonzales, Steve Petrowski, Timmy Cheeks, Joe Blaugh, Joe Gordon, Jack 
Floyd, Thomas Punt, Joe Wilson 
  
Judge:  Andrew Smith and Dave Nelson 
 

LOG 
 

TROUBLE AT HOME 
October 15, 1934 
 The nefarious Dr. Hans Gruberman was finally recovered from the concussion he 
suffered when the team beat him into submission at the time of his capture, and was tied up in 
the accusing parlor of the Headquarters.   Rico Gonzales and Jack Floyd were on guard outside 
of the parlor, when suddenly the nearby front entrance of the headquarters blew open and a 
squad of corrupt police begin to enter, backed up by mercenary snipers across the street.  The 
attackers kill Gonzales and wound Floyd.  Captain Avalanche rushes down the stairs from the 
2nd floor and uses his sonic punch to blow 2 of the invading cops out the front door.  He then 
worked around through the spy room toward the Accusing Parlor where Dr. Gruberman was 
now trying to escape his bonds. 
 Meanwhile, another squad of cops and mercenaries blow a hole in the garage door, and 
then drive a light tank into the garage.  Corporal Punishment enters the garage from the lobby 
goes berserk in a fight with cops and mercenaries.  He is soon joined by Evil Eye, Eugene and 
Pierre.  
 In the kitchen, meanwhile, Friday Jones opens the door, does battle with and eventually 
defeats a squad of crooked cops who were trying to break in there.  Dr. Rhombus and Chip 
Kennedy now climb up from the basement, after a quick stop at the arsenal.  They move over 
toward the Accusing Parlor to help recapture Hans Gruberman.   
 Back in the garage, Chinese Stan appears, the latest line in the Ghost Dragon assassins 
trying to kill Two Chains in revenge for the death of the master.   He attempts to blind Two 
Chains with flash powder, but fails.   Then one of the mercenaries, aiming at Two Chains, hits 
and kills Chinese Stan instead.  The remaining attackers in the garage are soon wiped out, 
except for the light tank, which crashes through the wall into the lobby. 



 Meanwhile, on the roof, 2 demonic entities enter the soldiers’ bunkhouse and manage to 
kill Steve Petrowski and Joe Blaugh, causing Timmy Cheeks, Joe Gordon, Jack Floyd, Thomas 
Punt, Bomb Guy and Murdoch the Pilot to flee in terror toward the stairs downward before Joe 
Wilson, sent by Evil Eye could arrive to warn them.  The demons enter the Auto-Gyro hangar 
where one of them re-hydrates 4 Crab People, hidden in the Atlantean Saucer, and sets them to 
ravage the building.   The other demon climbs into the saucer cockpit and flies it out the hangar 
door.  The first demon then begins to climb down the outside of the building toward the front 
door of the building.   Joe Wilson turns around and goes back down the stairs, covering the 
soldiers’ retreat with a tear gas bomb. 
 In the Accusing Parlor, Dr. Gruberman has freed himself.  Captain Avalanche shoots him 
in the face, but a piece of falling rubble deflects the bullet at the last instant.  Gruberman turns 
himself invisible and then attempts to mind-stun Captain Avalanche several times, but fails.  The 
Captain attempts to sonic punch him and then to paralyze him with a gas bomb, both of which 
are also in vain. 
 In the lobby, Evil Eye, turns invisible and enters the light tank.   He shoots the machine-
gunner then engages the driver and the cannon gunner.   He kills them both and the tank 
crashes into the Accusing Parlor, allowing Dr. Gruberman to invisibly escape into the street.   
Dr. Rhombus briefly relocates him using mind reading, but he then escapes off into the city.   

Dr. Rhombus, Chip Kennedy, and Gorak all enter the light tank and Chip manages to 
drive it into the street, to engage the mercenaries on the roof across the avenue.  Just then the 
demon-piloted saucer appears from the roof and the second demon climbs down onto the 
street.  The saucer and tank trade ineffectual fire for a while, until the saucer retreats around the 
corner into the garage.   Dr. Rhombus trains the tank’s cannon onto the second demon and kills 
it with a well-placed shot. 

The saucer appears around the corner outside the garage.  It fires the lightning cannon 
at Two Chains, hiding in one the attackers’ abandoned armored cars, but Two Chains is only 
mildly wounded.   Corporal Punishment, Pierre, Eugene and Friday Jones trade shots with the 
saucer to little effect, until Friday Jones pulls out Dr. Shinn’s Beam of 1000 Torments and 
shoots the craft down. 

Captain Avalanche rushes upstairs to get his rifle and finds the soldiers babbling about 4 
Crab People approaching.   He tells them to get some heavy weapons from the nearby arsenal 
and prepare in the 2nd floor landing.   He runs forward to his room, where he is spotted by a 
Crab Person and trapped inside his room alone.  Avalanche throws a gas grenade and 
paralyzes the Crab Person, grabs his rifle and heads back toward the lobby.  The remaining 3 
crab people have entered the lobby ahead of him, however.    Joe Gordon, using a machinegun, 
shoots down one of the Crab People.   The remaining 2 close to melee with the line of soldiers.   
Joe Wilson throws tear gas onto the 2 crab people and then Captain Avalanche uses his sonic 
punch to throw the disoriented crab people into the wall, shaking them.   Corporal Punishment 
arrives and bayonets the stunned crab people to death, ending the attack on the headquarters. 
   
 


